Major Hydro Projects in Yamuna River Basin

Completed Hydro Electric Projects

- Andhra 1
- Chibro 2
- Dhakrani 3
- Dhalpur 4
- E Y Canal 5
- Gandhri Sagar 6
- Giri Bata 7
- Jawahar Sagar 8
- Khara 9
- Khodri 10
- Khulal 11
- Madhikhera 12
- Matatia 13
- Raghat 14
- Rana Pratap Sagar 15
- R M C Mangrol 16
- W Y Canal 17

Proposed Hydro Electric Projects

- Arakot Tiuni (81 MW) 1
- Barkot Kuwa (42 MW) 2
- Chirgaon Majhgaon (46 MW) 3
- Damta Naingao (20 MW) 4
- Dhamwari Sunda (70 MW) 5
- Hanol Tiuni (80 MW) 6
- Hanuman Chatti / Saina Chatti (33 MW) 7
- Jakhol Sankhri (51 MW) 8
- Kishau (600 MW) 9
- Lakhwara (300 MW) 10
- Moni Hanol (63 MW) 11
- Naitwar Mor (60 MW) 12
- Paudial Lassa (24 MW) 13
- Renuka (40 MW) 14
- Rupin (45 MW) 15
- Rupin Ill, IV, V (3, 10, 24 MW) 16
- Taluka Sankhri (140 MW) 17
- Tungan Romai (50 MW) 18
- Tiuni Plasu (60 MW) 19
- Vyasi (120 MW) 20

Ongoing Hydro Electric Projects

- Sawra Kuddu (110 MW)
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